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Purpose of the study: This study aims to analyze and compare the media images and coverage of three countries regarding their security forces. For this purpose, researchers have examined the media image of the American Army in the New York Times, the Indian Army in Indian Express, and the Pakistani Army in The Dawn.

Methodology: The researchers selected news stories of three sampled newspapers; New York Times, Indian Express, and The Dawn for one year from 1st January 2018 to 31st December 2018 purposively for the content analysis. Spearman correlations, central tendency, frames of the stories in terms of positive, negative, and neutral have been examined. The researchers have examined coverage patterns of security forces at the object, attribute, and network levels in the light of agenda-setting theory.

Main Findings: There are significant differences in the image of the armed forces. Indian Express covered the Indian army positively with the special emphasis on the success of the armed in internal military operations and the glorification of the military leadership. Similarly, New York Times covered the American Army favourably with a particular focus on external military operations for peace and security purposes. Whereas, The Dawn covered Pakistan Army differently.

Applications of this study: The study will be helpful and of great importance for media owners, media regulatory bodies, military establishments, foreign and international relations. The study will also be a significant contribution towards civil-military relationships in geostrategic locations of the sub-continent. Since these countries have been involved in war-on-terror in this region as far as peace and stability are concerned, the study will be a roadmap for the peacekeeping forces.

Novelty/Originality of this study: Few research studies have been witnessed so far on the media image of these countries. This study is new and different in nature as the military image of three different countries in terms of civil-military relationship has been measured on their mainstream media.


INTRODUCTION

The media images of organizations and institutions have been considered a very important component for shaping public perception of a nation. To accomplish this task, the media is regarded as the primary tool in disseminating information to the public (Happer & Philo, 2013). The media can place data and information to the people to take it without critical and interpretation (Nišić & Plavšić, 2017). The intensity of media influence got amplified in cases where audiences got themselves emotionally associated with the issues on, which media reports e.g. reporting on war or conflicts (Tsfati & Cohen, 2012). News reporting related to war and military conflicts is required to follow some sensitive and specific social responsibilities. It, sometimes, invokes public controversy over the military operations conducted due to unreasonable conflict reporting (Allan & Zelizer, 2004).

In this era of conflicts and wars, the sphere of war is expanding from fighting on the ground to building counter-narratives through media representation. It is imperative to study media narratives, and treatment of security forces to hit the root cause of insurgency, extremism, militancy, and terrorism. “Globally, the absolute number of war deaths has been declining since 1946. And yet, conflict and violence are currently on the rise.” (United Nations, 2020). Communication has become a central aspect of every field of life including military operations. Without winning public opinion, no war or military operation can get success (Scholtz, 1998). The importance and utilization of communication during war and conflict can be traced back historically like in world war II (Herli, 2006). However, with the rise of information tools and skills now it has become almost impossible to fight or win battles unless securing the information superhighways that link the world and community as well (Hussain, 2016). Raza et al. (2020) explored that few international news agencies have constructed a negative image of India and Pakistan through tweets. Pakistan is highly negatively portrayed in terms of conflicts and military operations while India is highly negatively portrayed regarding human rights violations. Pakistan Army has controlled media access to operational areas of Zarb-e-Azb in a war against militants and non-state actors (Javed, 2015). The highly articulated means of communication developed by the modern world converted media to an instrument of war rather than a tool of information and awareness (Best et al., 2011). The physical defeat of the
enemy at the battleground is not cherished unless the internal public opinion is shaped in favor of their forces (Payne, 2005).

The operations and acts conducted by the military forces cannot always be made public. People's perception about the armed forces got influenced by the media, where, images of the military are watched through television shows, movies, and the news and paid advertisements. In a study conducted on media coverage of Indo-Pak relations by Yousaf et al. (2018) that predominant coverage was based on war frames in mainstream media of both countries. Every country tends to construct a media image of its troops by disseminating information in the favour of its forces with regards to the services rendered to protect the country and its citizens (Oram, 1993). Public perception and attitudes are also essential in the case of working army personnel or retiring Army personnel to be transited back into a civilian society (Hines et al., 2015).

The global war on terror has been escalated after 9/11 and Pakistan became a leading country in this war with US and NATO forces (Khan, 2018). However, other media outlets of additional countries portray different images of armed forces and conflicts. National interest is considered as the prime objective for the media; hence reporting particularly in conflicts and wars, the media coverage becomes nationalistic and patriotic, resulting in compromising proper journalistic practices (Hussain, 2016). With the invention of modern techniques of communication and the invention of web 2.0, every user has access to every kind of information shared and equally empowered to create, contribute and share content into the digital world through social media. Hence, now social media platforms have become a central arena of public discussion and debates resulting in a highlighted contribution of these platforms towards public opinion formation (Anstead & O’Loughlin, 2014).

So where, traditional media is framing armed forces in a specific way by utilizing particular frames, social media also uses structures like fame and hero for armed forces (Parrott et al., 2018). Different studies conducted on the image and the portrayal of armed forces yielded different results regarding the image of their powers and strengths. Yang (2008), concludes that the American and the Chinese press used different frames for coverage of the Iraq war keeping in view their national interests. The content showed that the American armed forces were portrayed favorably by the American press while the Chinese press portrayed the military operations of the American armed forces negatively. Khan & Pratt (2020) of the view that “since a decade, social media has been in the extensive use of Public Relations Wing of Pakistan Army to get and sustain support in the ongoing war on terrorism. The findings indicate that PR managers have used different strategic frames frequently in response to a fast-changing, evolving security situation in the region.

A study was conducted on the image of the armed forces in the British and American press, the researcher found that British personnel thought that media gave favorable coverage to the armed forces of the United Kingdom. On the other hand, in US media it is found a negative coverage (Ashcroft, 2012). Similarly, a study on the image of the Indian Army in the Indian local press has revealed that the Indian Army is portrayed unfavourably. The media in question has been covering such negative news on violations of human rights out of proportion for the Indian Army (Bali, 2015). Adegbola (2020) has conducted a study on the subscription habits of Nigerian journalists and found that “they were more inclined towards peace-oriented journalism than war-oriented journalism.” Keeping in view the enormous importance of the media and armed forces in the present age of media-military relationship, this study seeks to highlight the coverage patterns and image of armed forces of three countries; India, Pakistan, and the United States in their elite press. It also aims to explore the different attributes of armed forces given by the media. The study is an effort to highlight the difference in media coverage related to the military operations conducted by the armed forces.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Pakistan Army and Media**

The media of Pakistan is regarded as one of the most vibrant media in the region. Since the liberalization of the Pakistani media in 2002, it has witnessed phenomenal expansion and growth. The free press and electronic media have significant effects on public perception, opinion, and attitudes of Pakistani society (Ashraf & Islam, 2014). Pakistan is facing one of the biggest challenges of terrorism due to specific causes. Along with continuous efforts and operations conducted by armed forces, Pakistan launched a much-awaited Operation Zarb-e-Azb in June 2014. The process was meant to eradicate the menace of terrorism from the country. Yet, media reporting of the operation was not in unity with the stated policy of the government regarding counter-terrorism. It deviated from the boundaries set forth by the Constitution of the State and created a supportive environment for the propaganda of terrorists (Khan & Akhtar, 2016).

Similarly, the media coverage of the Lal-Masjid operation was not per the national interest, and there were multiple versions propagated by the media with different frames pre and post-conflict in 2007. The coverage of English dailies was quite different from Urdu dailies. The English press framed religious elements as ‘evil other’ and the government as ‘elite us’, whereas, Urdu dailies gave comparatively less content to the operation in their opinion pages (Rahman & Ejiaz, 2014). In the case of the ‘Abbottabad operation’ in 2011, it is also evident that The Economist (Britain newsmagazine) and Time (American newsmagazine) adopted mainly war-oriented reporting than peace-oriented reporting. On the other hand, The Herald critically highlighted anti-war protests, pro-U.S. policies of Pakistani administration, and the causalities of the innocent civilians in Pakistan (Ishaq et al., 2018).
After the ‘Abottabad operation’ Pakistan Army launched military operations in tribal areas of Pakistan. The media did not portray a good image of these military operations. According to a survey conducted in Pakistan, the majority of the respondents were not in favor of the military action in troubled areas (Swat, North Waziristan) of Pakistan. It was also suggested by the majority of the respondents that a policy of dialogue and reconciliation should be opted to ease the tension. The results show that the Public Relations department of the armed forces needs to revise its PR strategies to make a positive and soft image of the Pakistan Army, which has been tarnished due to the military coups and pro-American policies (Chaudhry & Ali, 2012).

National media construct an image of the armed forces, which not only confines to the national boundaries but also be seen by the world media through the lens of the local press. Hence, the primary contributor toward image building of armed forces at international frontiers is the indigenous media of any country. Hussain et al. (2019) stated that despite the dominance of escalators coverage they explored some bits of reporting in the peace orientation rather than conflict orientation. Due to specific world events and terrorist activities, Pakistan remains among the countries with insecurity, conflict, and terrorism; hence national and international media image of Pakistan remains associated with negative connotations. Although this is not as true as portrayed by the media as the objective reality may have considerable differences from the fact presented by the media, because, the media are capable of framing a news story by creating a pseudo environment distant from the truth (Yousaf, 2015). A study conducted by Awobamise et al. (2020) explaining that media transformation from war orientation news to peace orientation news has taken ten years from 2007 to 2017. As far as the international media coverage is concerned, it depends on several factors like foreign relations, economic relations, investment, and national interest. A study found that Associated Press and Xinhua covered news related to Pakistan differently, particularly in addressing the issues like terrorism threat, the economic consequences, and international relations. The study concluded that information related to a particular country and event is framed to fulfill specific vested interests of global politics and to promote a particular ideology (Yousaf, 2015).

**Agenda-Setting of Media and Public Perception**

The role of mass media in the presentation of socio-political issues and objects and its perception among the public have been central among the agenda-setting scholars for last the five decades, starting from the ground-breaking Chappell Hill study in 1968 (Baran & Davis, 2010; Graber & Smith, 2005; McQuail, 2010). The traditional or first level of agenda-setting studied agenda as a set of objects and issues (Lee & Hahn, 2014; Sheafer & Weimann, 2005; Walgraves et al., 2008). The objects are public issues, but they could be other items or topics, such as the image of organizations, institutions, and state actors (McCombes, 2005). Later on, this scholarship turned the focus from object agenda to attribute agenda. In other words, from the first level to the second level of agenda-setting (Rill & Davis, 2008; Seltzer & Dittmore, 2009; Walgraves et al., 2008; Wirth et al., 2010; Zhang & Meadows III, 2012). For each object on the agenda, there is an agenda of attributes or specific characteristics of an issue or organization that influences our understanding of the object (McCombes, 2005). According to attribute level agenda-setting, the media not just provides significant issues to the public for discussion, but also associates specific characteristics with that issue to influence public perception.

For few decades, the interpretative style of journalism has been practicing by journalists all over the world (Prager & Hameleers, 2021). Many scholars realize the media can be a weapon of war. The military needs to control the information it, is of utmost importance for the security of operation. On the other hand, the media also need the military for selling their news products. Therefore, the relationships between the military and the media are interdependent (Ramić, 2015). The Pentagon has been investing in Hollywood productions for building a favorable public perception for the armed forces (Powell, 2014). It is also argued and a public debate that “the media coverage during the Vietnam War significantly contributed to American public opinion.” (Hadyniai, 2015). Later on, the Bush administration used US media extensively to project the military achievements in the Middle East (Le, 2016). In a study conducted by Manzoor et al. (2021) on the patterns of print media agendas in the context of war-on-terror in Pakistan, and it was concluded that “terrorism” was an extensively used word in two leading US newspapers.

Daud (2020) says on coverage of Afghan news in Western media that “the Western media chiefly covered violence-related news and shape a false image of the country.” A recent development in Agenda-Setting research is Network Agenda-Setting Model and its placement in the media-effects theories, proposed by Guo (2012). This model asserts that “the salience of the network relationships among objects and/or attributes can transfer from media to the public in addition to the rank-order salience”. This expanded perspective on the bundling of objects and attributes has been termed as the second level of agenda-setting (Cheng & Chan, 2015; Guo, 2012; Guo et al., 2012; Vargo et al., 2014; Vu et al., 2014). Christian et al. (2020) stated that this is called high time for proper use of social media in conflicts and crises, which develops such methods against the misuse of technology. Datsko (2020) claimed that online media funded by the Russian state indeed does perform as a propaganda machine.

Moreover, an important domain of agenda-setting research is intermediary agenda-setting. The Intermedia agenda-setting refers to one medium’s agenda-setting impact on other media’s agenda (McCombes et al., 2006). Simply, intermediary agenda-setting can be thought of as “transfer of issue salience” from one medium to the other medium. The studies found evidence of the intermediary agenda-setting on both object level (Heim, 2010; Vliegenthart & Walgraves, 2008) and attribute level (McCombes et al., 2006). It is also evident on a network or third level of agenda-setting (Vu et al., 2014). Here in this study, the researchers argue that the armed forces of Pakistan for The Dawn are the same as the American
Armed forces to the *New York Times* and Indian Armed Forces to the *Indian Express*. Therefore, we attempt to link the intermedia agenda-setting in cross-national perspectives. The present study also takes roots from object level, attribute level, and network-level agenda-setting to study and compare the media agenda towards armed forces in cross-national perspectives.

Keeping in view the literature available on the media image of armed forces along with the theoretical support of the intermedia agenda-setting at the network level, the researchers formulated two research questions and three hypotheses.

**RQ1:** To what extent armed forces are covered by American, Indian, and Pakistani Press?

**RQ2:** Which attributes are associated with armed forces in coverage of American, Indian, and Pakistani Press?

**H1:** There would be no differences in the tone of American, Indian, and Pakistani press about their armed forces.

**H2:** There would be a significant correlation among the attributes level agenda of American, Indian and Pakistani press about their armed forces.

**H3:** There would be a significant correlation among the network-level agenda of American, Indian, and Pakistani press about their armed forces.

**METHODODOLOGY**

In the present study, the researchers used ‘social-network’ analysis to study the image of the armed forces in the American, Indian and Pakistani press. ‘Social-network’ analysis is an approach to identify and study the relationships between different elements, including objects, attributes, and characteristics (Butts, 2008; De Nooy et al., 2011; Marin & Wellman, 2011; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Its applicability in the scholarship of network agenda-setting was found quite useful (Guo, 2012; Guo et al., 2012; Vargo et al., 2014; Vu et al., 2014). Therefore, the researchers have also used this approach in this study.

Firstly, researchers performed content analysis. The universe of the study was American, Indian, and Pakistani elite press. The researchers have selected three newspapers as a sample, one from each country namely *Daily Dawn* from Pakistan, *New York Times* from the USA, and *Indian Express* from India. The researchers accessed these newspapers online and selected stories related to armed forces for the period of the year 2018. The researchers decided to select news stories mentioning: U.S. Army, American Army, and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) from *New York Times* (N=108); Pakistan Army, Pakistan Army, Inter-Services Intelligence from *The Dawn* (N=262) and Indian Army, Border Security Force (BSF), Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) from *Indian Express* (N=294). All the news stories were retrieved from online editions of these newspapers during January 2019.

The coding categories were inductively made by conducting a pilot study on 30 news stories. The researchers created sixteen types, including objects and attributes related to armed forces. These were; External Affairs / Conflict, Civil-Military Relations, Military Operations, Peace & Security, Military, leadership / Personnel, Win / Success, Loss / Failure, Human Rights Violations, Defence Aid/Budget, Accountability, Terrorism Threat, The Public Welfare, Dominance, Internal Affairs, Glorification, and Social & Cultural. For network coding, the researchers coded the co-occurrence of two elements (Annexure – 1: **Coding Categories**). For this extensive coding process, the researchers trained three coders for three days. These coders were graduates in Mass Communication, and their medium of instruction was English. Inter-coder reliability was attained at 0.79. Moreover, the tone of the news stories and attributes was coded from highly negative to highly positive (1-5). Lastly, researchers used descriptive statistics, ANOVA, Chi-square, spearman correlations, and degree centrality measures to find out and compare the media image of American, Indian, and Pakistani armed forces.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Frequency of News Stories Published in Newspapers:

![Figure 1: News Stories about Armed Forces in The Dawn, Indian Express, and New York Times](https://giapjournals.com/hssr/index)
Figure 1 indicates a significant difference in the news coverage of armed forces by the American, Indian and Pakistani press. India and Pakistan are almost giving high coverage to armed forces. However, American media is not giving more content to their armed forces. Hence, these findings provide an answer to RQ1 that the Pakistani and Indian press gave more attention and content to armed forces than the American press. In this way, it shows that in developing and underdeveloped countries the coverage of the Army is still significant in the news media. Moreover, American media is more democratic than Indian and the Pakistani media, this may be a factor that American media is more democratic oriented, therefore, it does not much focus on the news coverage of armed forces. Iftitkar & Shafiq (2019) argued that "the public was not informed properly about the Iraq war similarly the Bush administration tried to propagate about the war against terrorism. The media coverage and the incident of 9/11 divided the views and initiated different debates across the world." One of the reasons for not informing the public properly was the alignment of mainstream media’s editorial policy with the decisions of the government.

The Tone of the News Stories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: Author’s calculations based on the news stories retrieved from online editions of these newspapers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The Dawn is also presenting a negative image of the Pakistan Army. Furthermore, Table 1 shows that Indian Express gives more favorable coverage to the Indian Army as compared to the American and Pakistani press coverage of the Armed Forces. In this way, the findings do not find support for the confirmation of H1 that there would be no significant differences in the tone and style of American, Indian, and Pakistani press towards their armed forces. The researcher finds that there are substantial differences in the tone of The Dawn, Indian Express, and New York Times about the Pakistan Army, the Indian Army, and the American Army, respectively. Interestingly, the Pakistani media tone

Figure 2 illustrated that although all three newspapers are giving more favorable coverage to their armed forces. However, The Dawn is also presenting a negative image of the Pakistan Army. Furthermore, Table 1 shows that Indian Express gives more favorable coverage to the Indian Army as compared to the American and Pakistani press coverage of the Armed Forces. In this way, the findings do not find support for the confirmation of H1 that there would be no significant differences in the tone and style of American, Indian, and Pakistani press towards their armed forces. The researcher finds that there are substantial differences in the tone of The Dawn, Indian Express, and New York Times about the Pakistan Army, the Indian Army, and the American Army, respectively. Interestingly, the Pakistani media tone
is almost neutral about armed forces. The other two newspapers are favorable towards their armed forces. For few decades, the interpretative style of journalism has been practicing by journalists all over the world (Prager & Hameleers, 2021). The researchers have seen in recent decades that media sets agenda to defend and safeguard their country’s interests instead to affiliate the truth and reality and to materialize particular narrative, the role of interpretative journalists has remained significant. Slanting the news has an impact on audiences in making an opinion on the national issues.

Table 2: Frequency of Army Attributes in News Stories of The Dawn, Indian Express, and New York Times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of Attributes</th>
<th>The Dawn</th>
<th>Indian Express</th>
<th>New York Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Tone (M)</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Affairs / Conflict</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil-Military relations</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Operations</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace &amp; Security</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military leadership / Personnel</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win/ Success</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss / Failure</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights Violations</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence Aid/ Budget</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism Threat</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Welfare</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Affairs</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glorification</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; Cultural</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations based on the news stories retrieved from online editions of these newspapers

Table 2 shows that the Pakistani press mainly focused on civil-military relations (negatively), internal affairs (neutral), military leadership (positively), and peace & security issues (positively). Inter-Services Public Relations, Pakistan has rejected all the rumors regarding any political suggestion, alliance, or backdoor channels with Pakistan Democratic Movement (Dawn, 2021). On the other side, Indian Express primarily focused on military operations (positively), internal affairs of India (positively), and the success of the Indian Army (highly positive). The military leadership and glorification are also high in a positive direction by Indian Express. On the other side, New York Times chiefly focused on external affairs (neutral), military operations (neutral), and civil-military relations (positively) of the American Army. In this way, the findings provide an answer to RQ2.

Table 3: Correlations among the attribute of Armed Forces in The Dawn, Indian Express, and New York Times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>The Dawn</th>
<th>Indian Express</th>
<th>New York Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spearman's rho</td>
<td>The Dawn</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indian Express</td>
<td>.388</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York Times</td>
<td>.397</td>
<td>.611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: Author’s calculations based on the news stories retrieved from online editions of these newspapers

Further, Table 3 shows that The Dawn attribute level agenda about armed forces is different from other two newspapers; Indian Express (r=0.38, p=0.14) and New York Times (r=0.40, p=0.12). On the other side, Indian Express and New York Times attribute level agenda has a significant correlation with one another (r=0.611, p=0.01). Hence, the findings do not support our H2 that “there would be a significant correlation among the attributes level agenda of American, Indian and Pakistani press about their armed forces”. The researchers found that the intermedia agenda about the same institution of different countries vary from country to country.

Figure 3 illustrates that The Dawn strongly linked the Pakistan Army with civil-military regards and internal affairs of Pakistan. In civil-military relations, it stressed the dominance of the Army and its accountability. Moreover, the newspaper also glorifies the military leadership and the military success or sacrifices for peace and security. “The media continues to play a central role in directing what information the public attends to, how it is presented, and with what they associate that information” (Stern et al., 2018).
Network Image of Pakistan Army in News Stories of *The Dawn*

![Network Image of Pakistan Army in News Stories of *The Dawn*](image)

**Figure 3:** Network Image of Pakistan Army in News Stories of *The Dawn* (N=262)

**Source:** Author’s calculation based on the news stories retrieved from online editions of these newspapers

**Note:** Symbol size represents degree centrality, the closeness of symbols shows relatedness, and thickness of lines indicates the strength interconnectedness of elements.

Network Image of Indian Army in News Stories of *Indian Express*

![Network Image of Indian Army in News Stories of *Indian Express*](image)

**Figure 4:** Network Image of Indian Army in News Stories of *Indian Express* (N=294)

**Source:** Author’s calculation based on the news stories retrieved from online editions of these newspapers

Network Image of the American Army in News Stories of *New York Times*
Figure 5: Network Image of the American Army in News Stories of New York Times (N= 108)

Source: Author’s calculation based on the news stories retrieved from online editions of these newspapers.

Note: Symbol size represents degree centrality, the closeness of symbols shows relatedness, and thickness of lines indicates the strength interconnectedness of elements.

Figure 5 illustrates that the American Army is portrayed positively due to the involvement of external military operations in the New York Times. However, New York Times also linked military operations with accountability. It also highlights civil-military relations affairs and internal peace and security. New York Times also focused on the success of the American Army in attaining peace and security in the country. In this way, the researchers do not find support for the confirmation of H3 that “There would be a significant correlation among the network level agenda of American, Indian and Pakistani press about their armed forces”. The researchers found significant differences in the image of Armed forces among The Dawn, Indian Express, and New York Times news coverage. Specifically, the image of the Pakistan Army in The Dawn (Figure 3) is different from the image of the Indian Army (Figure 4) and the image of the American Army (Figure 5). However, both Indian and Pakistani newspapers are the same in glorifying military leadership. Armed forces are considered a key state actor in the internal and external affairs of these nations. Hence, the press of these nations also glorifies the military leadership of their armed forces to create a favorable public image of their armed forces. In a study conducted by Manzoor et al. (2021) on the patterns of print media agendas in the context of war-on-terror in Pakistan, it was concluded that “terrorism” was an extensively used word in two leading US newspapers.

CONCLUSION

The media image of any institution or organization is very vital for influencing the public perception of that institution. Therefore, the media image of armed forces is also very central for maintaining goodwill and practicing war propaganda among the public. In this study, researchers explored the coverage of the Pakistan Army, Indian Army, and the American Army in their national press; The Dawn, Indian Express, and New York Times, respectively. The researchers found that the intermedia agenda-setting is not confirmed in our case due to the dynamic nature of the object and socio-political contexts. Due to the limited scope of this study, researchers do not consider and discuss these factors. Indian Express and New York Times are giving positive coverage to their armed forces.

On the other hand, although The Dawn is also showing positive coverage to armed forces yet it also gives a negative image of the Pakistan Army. The Dawn strongly linked Pakistan Army with civil-military relations negatively, and the internal affairs of Pakistan. In civil-military relations, it is stressed upon the dominance of the Army (negatively) and its accountability (negatively). However, The Dawn also glorifies the military leadership and the military success and their services and sacrifices for peace and security in the region.

On the other hand, Indian Express heavily focused on the internal military operations and the success of armed forces in these operations for the peace and security of the country positively. Furthermore, it also glorifies the military leadership significantly. Finally, it is concluded that media coverage of armed forces varies in American, Indian, and Pakistani press according to the amount given to the armed forces, the tone of the news stories, attributes of armed forces, and their associations with one another. The New York Times and Indian Express present a highly positive image of their armed forces by glorifying their success and efforts for peace and security. Unfortunately, The Dawn presents a mainly negative image of the Pakistan Army by focusing more on civil-military relations, Army dominance, and accountability. However, Indian Express and The Dawn also have similarities in glorifying military leadership.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PAKISTANI MEDIA AND MILITARY

In line with the empirical findings of the present study, the researchers recommend;

1) Pakistani media should not associate armed forces with internal matters of politics and civil-military relations.
2) Media regulatory authorities should make a policy for the media not to discuss civil-military relations and negative statements of politicians about armed forces in their news coverage.

3) Indian media and politicians portray the military budget insufficiently and demand to increase it. Unfortunately, in Pakistan, our media and politicians criticize the military budget and demand its accountability. This type of coverage should also be under-covered by the media.

4) Media in Pakistan excites the accountability of ex-military generals. The Army association should not be mentioned in this case. For example, Mr. Raheel Sharif should mention instead of Ex. Army Chief.

5) Pakistan Army should be made a strategy to handle media for not to discuss armed forces in the matters of internal affairs, specifically with relation to civil-military relations.

LIMITATION AND STUDY FORWARD

The findings of the study should be viewed in the context of the followings limitations. Firstly, due to time constraints, we only selected one newspaper from sample countries. Further studies may include more newspapers. Secondly, findings should be viewed in the geopolitical contexts of sample countries. Because all three countries have different political backgrounds related to armed forces. Pakistan is a country that has observed long terms of military dictatorships. On the other hand, in India and America, the situation is different than that of Pakistan. Thirdly, although efforts were made to reduce human bias, however, human bias error may exist in the findings. Researchers and coders were Pakistani. Therefore, the findings of the study should be viewed in this context.
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### Annexure – I: Coding Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object/Attribute</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External Affairs / Conflict</td>
<td>The Afghan War, the Iraq War, North Korea, South Korea Conflict, Israel-Palestine conflict, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil-Military relations</td>
<td>Government and military relations, Army interference in elections, politics, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Operations</td>
<td>Zarb e Azab, Radd-ul-Fassad, Kashmir Indian military operations, military operations in Afghanistan, Iraq, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace &amp; Security</td>
<td>Peace dialogues, stability, regional stability, human welfare, human development, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military leadership / Personnel</td>
<td>Army chiefs, Intelligence officers, Army soldiers, security forces officers, Commanders, Generals, Ex. Generals etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win/ Success</td>
<td>Successful operations, killings of the other side, scientific experiments of missiles, and other technology, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss / Failure</td>
<td>Death of soldiers, damage to the country, or armed forces. Civilian causalities on another side, technical failure, like air jet crash in pieces of training, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights Violations</td>
<td>Women killings, children killings, use of pellet guns, human atrocities, women rape, prisoners' rights violations, damage to social institutions like schools, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence Aid/ Budget</td>
<td>Budget or aid related to defence matters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>Legal accountability, a trial of the military generals, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism Threat</td>
<td>Security threat, terrorist statements, the threat to the civilians of countries, defence threats, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Welfare</td>
<td>Public aid in crises, dengue campaign efforts, aid in floods, aid in a fire, disasters, medical camps, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>Military hegemony, control on elections, election engineering, selected prime minister, the military influence on foreign relations, influence on the internal matters of countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Affairs</td>
<td>Political statements, elections, civil unrest, internal terrorism threats, internal peace and security issues, internal legal matters, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glorification</td>
<td>Heroic image, extraordinary presentation of contributions, achievements,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; Cultural</td>
<td>Sports events, IPL, PSL, religious events, Eids, Holi, Christmas, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>